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Abstract. With the increasing interest in multimedia, researchers across
various disciplines, in particular, the database community and image
processing community, have teamed up to conduct research in building
multimedia database systems through integration of available technologies in various areas. In this paper, we introduce a hybrid approach
to multimedia database systems in which traditional database systems
are augmented by added media-dependent modules to manipulate and
search multimedia data. SEMCOG (SEMantics and COGnition-based
image retrieval) is a multimedia database system based on this hybrid
architecture. We use it as an example to illustrate how to design and
implement a hybrid multimedia database system. We also give our experiences with prototyping SEMCOG and issues raised for future research.
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1

Introduction

Image retrieval is a key issue in many image database applications. Image data
is semantically richer than the traditional data forms stored in databases since
it contains both semantics and visual meanings to the viewers. There are two
major approaches to image retrieval; namely, the semantics-based search and
media-based search.
The semantics-based search approach is based on an assumption that image
metadata is pre-extracted and stored as semantics (textual data) in the database.
Thus, the image retrieval problem can be transferred to database query processing problem. This approach requires the semantics of the query and images to
be explicit so that the query processor can determine the similarity. However,
it is difficult to describe some real world objects in detail using text alone. It
is also difficult to automate the task specifying semantics of images. Another
* This work was performed when the author visited NEC, CCRL.
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Fig. 1. Hybrid Approach to Multimedia Database Systems
weakness of this approach is its low visual expressive capability. For example, if
a user wants to retrieve images containing an object with a particular shape and
color, query by drawing the object and specifying its color would be easier than
describing the object using textual input.
The media-based approach, on the other hand, has an advantage of using
visual examples for queries. One drawback of using visual examples alone is its
lower precision because users' drawings are usually not precise enough. Another
weakness of this approach is that it cannot support queries on generalized concepts. For example, if a user wants to retrieve images containing appliances,
the user must provide drawings for all possible appliances, such as TVs, radios,
computers, etc. This is not practical.
We argue that multimedia retrieval based on either approach alone is not
sufficient. With the increasing interest in multimedia systems, researchers across
various disciplines, in particular, the database community and image processing
community, have teamed up to conduct research in building the next generation
of multimedia databases through integration of multiple existing technologies.
We introduce a hybrid approach to construct a more flexible multimedia
database system through integration of semantics and media-based search. Figure 1 shows a generic architecture of hybrid approach to multimedia database
systems. In this hybrid architecture, traditional database systems are extended
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by adding media-dependent modules to handle various types of media search.
This type of multimedia database system can be built on top of traditional
database systems (usually object-relational DBMSs). It uses a traditional database
engine for non-media query processing while employing multiple media-specific
modules to process queries related to multimedia. As shown in Figure 1, this
hybrid multimedia database may have an image data query processor for image
matching, a video data query processor for video retrieval, mud an audio data
query processor for voice recognition tasks.
For a query "retrieve all images that contain a mountain and the mountain
looks like this sketch", "images that contain a mountain" can be considered as
a non-media-based query assuming this semantics is available; while "the mountain looks like this sketch" is a media-dependent query since image matching
is needed. A facilitator is needed to reformulate original query to multiple subqueries. The facilitator then dispatches these sub-queries to corresponding modules for processing. The facilitator needs to coordinate the interactions between
query processing modules and merge the results froin these modules. Finally the
facilitator ranks the results based on similarity given by individual module.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first review related work
in this area. We then introduce the design of a multimedia database system
SEMCOG (SEMantics and COGnition-based image retrieval) that is based on
this hybrid architecture. In Sections 4 and 5 we present the query language and
interface used in SEMCOG. In Section 6 we give our experiences of implementing
such a system and discuss related issues. Finally we offer our conclusions.

2

R e l a t e d Work

Virage[1] is an image retrieval system based on visual features as image "primitives". These "primitives" can be genera4 such as color, shape, or texture, or
domain specific. Virage transforms images from a data-rich representation of explicit image pixels to a more compact, semantic-rich representation of visually
salient characteristics. These "primitives" are then used for image retrieval.
QBIC [2] is a system for image retrieval developed at IBM. It allows a user
to query an image collection using features of image contents, such as colors,
textures, shapes, locations, and layout of images. In QBIC, users pose queries
by providing image examples.
These two systems are considered media-based search approach. Virage and
QBIC support matching on whole images rather than objects in images like
SEMCOG does. Furthermore, they do not support queries using combination of
textual description and visual examples to specify image semantics.
3

SEMCOG:

A Hybrid

Multimedia

Database

System

SEMCOG[3] (SEMantics and COGnition-based image retrieval) is an on-going
project at NEC: CCRL, Multimedia Software Department. SEMCOG aims at
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integrating semantics and media-based search to give users a greater flexibility in
posing queries. Furthermore, SEMCOG's image matching is based on objects in
the images rather than the whole images. Thus, SEMCOG allows users to pose
a query "Retrieve all images in which there is a man to the right of a car and the
man looks like this image." In SEMCOG, the queries are posed by specifying
image objects and their layouts using a visual query interface through icons and
drag-and-drop operations.
Figure 2 shows the operation and data flows in SEMCOG. Three layers of
functions are provided. The client functions supported by an interface for query
specification, result display, and query generating. These functions are provided
by IFQ (In Frame Query)J4], which will be presented in Section 5. The data
storage layer is a database management system, that we use to build SEMCOG
on top of it and store textual data as well as multimedia data. The server functions are supported by five components, modules that are added to provide the
underlying database system multimedia manipulation and search capability. The
functionalities of these components are as follows:
I m a g e D a t a Q u e r y P r o c e s s o r : It is used to perform media-based search
task: image matching. COIR (Content-Oriented Image Retrieval)[5] is the image processing module employed in SEMCOG. It is designed to perform image
matching functionalities in the object level granularity by identifying regions
defined as homogeneous (in terms of colors) and continuous segments identified
in an image. An object is an entity that is assigned a semantic meaning and may
consists of one or more image regions. For example, a man consists of a head
and a body, which are identified by COIR as two regions. The main task of the
COIR is to identify image regions. Note that COIR, alone, can not identify the
objects within an image. COIR needs to consult an image component catalog for
matching with existing image objects to identify objects' semantics.
I m a g e S e m a n t i c s Editor: When an image is registered at SEMCOG, some
image descriptions, such as the image size, image format, registration date, are
automatically extracted, while some metadata, such as semantics of images, cannot be extracted fully automatically. The Image Semantics Editor interacts with
COIR to specify the semantics of an image. The steps involved in image semantics extraction and editing are as follows: (1) COIR identifies image regions of
an image. (2) COIR recommends candidate components and their corresponding
semantics by consulting the image component catalog. (3) The user confirms or
modifies the results by COIR. (4) The user may select objects to store in the
image component catalog as "representative samples" for future use. The image
component catalog is built incrementally in this manner. (5) COIR identifies
spatial relations of the objects based on the comparison of objects' four outermost points or weight centers. The spatial relationships in SEMCOG are stored
as two vectors, one for horizontal relationships and one for vertical relationships,
similar to the 2D-String representation described in [6].
T e r m i n o l o g y M a n a g e r : The Terminology Manager maintains a terminology
base that is used for query relaxation for queries with is_a and s_like (i.e. seman-
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tically similar) predicates. Consulting with the Terminology Manager, SEMCOG
can find synonyms for given words and access IS_A hierarchies. For predicates,
such as "is_a transportatio~f' or "s_like maff', the Terminology Manager returns
multiple resulting terms with their ranking. Please note that we do not need to
build a terminology database, Webster or more sophisticated databases, such as
WordNet[7], can be employed.
T e x t u a l D a t a Q u e r y P r o c e s s o r : The Textual Data Query Processor processes queries concerning image or object semantics, which are "non-imagematching operations". All the query statements except those with i_tike (image
like) and contains are semantics-based. Please note that Contains is an overload
predicate. It can be interpreted as "visually" Contains or "semantically" Contains. The query processing performed here is the same as that in traditional
relational DBMSs, except the additional ranking task associated with query relaxation predicates, such as is_a and sJike.
Facilitator: The Facilitator coordinates the interactions between components.
It performs the following tasks: (1) Query relaxation: It reformulates query statements containing is_a or s_like predicates by consulting the terminology manager,
(2) Query forwarding: It forwards query statements containing i_like or contains (visually) predicates to the Image Data Query Processor to perform image
matching while forwarding other non-image-matching operation statements to
the Textual Data Query Processor, and (3) Result integration: It merges the
results of image-matching query statements and non-image-matching operation
statements. The integration tasks include computation of overall similarity values and elimination of images based on specified filtering constraints.

4

Query

Language

CSQL is the underlying query language used in SEMCOG. CSQL is similar to
SQL, but contains additional predicates which provide users flexibility of query
specifications and give SEMCOG the ability to handle multimedia data. The
image retrieval related predicates in CSQL include: (1) Semantics-based: is (e.g.
man vs. man), is_a (e.g. car vs. transportation, man vs. human), and s_like
for "semantics like" (e.g. car vs. truck); (2) Media-based: i_like for "image like"
that compares visual signatures of two arguments and contains; and (3) spatial
relationship-based: to_the_right_of in, and etc.
Spatial relationships such as in_front_of and behind, are more difficult tasks to
perform fully automatically. Please note that spatial-relationship-based queries
can be either semantics-based search if spatial relationships are extracted in
advance and stored as metadata file; or media-based search if the image layout
matching is performed on line in real time. We are adding functionality of userdefined relationships so that users can specify spatial relationships that axe not
identified by the systems such as attached, in_front_of and behind. Users can also
define relationships other than spatial relationships. This type of relationship
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can be chasing, holding, and etc. For exmnple, the semantics of an image can
be specified as "an image contains a car and a man and the man is chasing the
car". This type of user-defined relation would be very useful in video retrieval.
The language we describe here can be implemented on DBMSs that support user defined types and functions (methods) which are defined in the SQL3
standard. To implement a hybrid multimedia database system on top of traditional DBMSs, multimedia data is modeled through user-defined data types and
the predicates described above can be implemented as user-defined functions to
manipulate and search non-textual data. After these user defined functions are
implemented and registered to the function manager who maintains a system
table of available functions, the query interpretor accepts queries and consults
the function manager on how to execute user defined functions. The interpretor
dynamically loads the object code of user defined functions to execute.

5

Query Interface

Figure 3 shows an example of form based query interfaces, developed using
HTML. This interface provides a template to assist users in specifying queries
directly in CSQL. However, such a form-based query interface, used by most existing image retrieval systems, is not user friendly because it does not visualize
queries (target images) and it requires users have certain knowledge of schema
design and query language syntax.
Another type of query interfaces is "drawing board"-like interfaces that allowusers to query using visual examples. Figure 4 shows an example query interface
of this type. It can visualize users' target images, but it can not provide very
precise query specifications to the multimedia database systems.
IFQ is an attempt to integrate these two types of interfaces. IFQ is a visual
query interface, rather than a "graphical" query interface that used by most existing systems. IFQ allows users to pose queries using combinations of keywords,
concepts, semantics, image examples, sketches, and spatial relationships. IFQ
also visualizes target images as query specification process progresses.
5.1

Q u e r y Specifications

The query specification process in IFQ consists of three steps: introducing image
objects, describing them, and specifying their spatial relationships. In IFQ, objects are represented as bullets and descriptors, small bullets attached to these
objects to describe objects' properties.
Figure 6 shows a query "Retrieve all images in which there is a man to the
right of a car and the man looks like this image" posed using IFQ. The IFQ
query is posed as follows: The user introduces the first object in the image, and
then further describes the object by attaching "i_like < image >" and "is man"
descriptors (shown in Figure 5(a)). After a user specifies a image path (shown in
Figure 5(b)) or provide a drawing using the tool shown in Figure 4, the interface
automatically replaces the descriptor with the thumbnail size image the user
specifies. Then, the user introduces another object and describes it as "is car~'.
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Fig. 3. Form-based Query Interface

Fig. 4. Drawing Board-based Query Interface
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Fig. 7. Query Result and Image Retrieved for the Query in Figure 6
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Fig. 8. Relaxed Query for Extracting Semantics (top) and its Results (button)
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Finally, the user describes the spatial relationship between these two objects by
drawing a line, labeled by to-the-right-o], from the man object to the car object.
While user is specifying the query using IFQ, the corresponding CSQL query
is automatically generated in the CSQL window. Users can pose queries simply
by clicking buttons and dragging and dropping icons representing entities and
descriptors. As a result, users are not required to be aware of schema design and
language syntax, which can be very complicated for multimedia data. Figure 7
shows the result for the query in Figure 6, including a thumbnail size image and
its ranking. Users can click on any thumbnail image to see the real image as
shown on the right side.
5.2

A d d i t i o n a l Functionalities

IFQ also provides an ar~nnge function. IFQ checks the matching between the
layout specifications provided by the user and the actual layout on the screen. If
there is a mismatch, IFQ rearranges the query objects on the screen according
to the query specifications. Another functionality for increasing the perceptual
qualities of IFQ is iconize. Iconize replaces the semantics terms on the IFQ
window with the corresponding icons. As shown in Figure 8, IFQ replaces IS_A
transportation and IS man with corresponding icons.
In many cases, users do not have specific target images in mind. Users want
to extract and browse semantics of images. This form of interactions is supported
through specifying unbound descriptors or relaxing conditions. In Figure 8, the
user relaxes the condition of being a car to "being a kind of transportation".
IS_A transportation is specified instead. The user can further introduce an unbound descriptor out$ to "extract" the actual semantics. Figure 8 shows two
candidate images for the query, an image containing a car and a man and an
image containing a bus and a person. The second image has a lower ranking
because the person in the image can not be identified if it is a man.
5.3

Query Parameters

Figure 9 shows the query parameter specification window in IFQ. When a user
presses the button Image related parameters, a new window will pop up for
him/her to specify meta-data, such as titles, authors, film types. Since this information is in the textual form and to search images based on these parameters
can be treated as a traditional database query, we do not further discuss it here.
The query parameters allowed in SEMCOG include filtering parameters, such
as a minimum degree of similarity values a~d maximum number of images to
retrieve; ratio of color importance to shape importance that is used for image
matching, such as comparisons with i_like; and ratio of object-matching importance to structure-matching importance (used to rank images). These parameters
allow users to specify their preference of image search; that is, a guideline for
the system to search and rank target images.
Figure 10 shows examples of candidate images that match user's query. The
leftmost image displays the IFQ specification of the target image. In this example, the specification describes three objects in the image and their layout in the
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Fig. 9. Query Parameter Specification menu in SEMCOG
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Fig. 10. Examples of Image Matching
image space. The numbers next to the objects in other images are the similarity
values for the object level matching. The comparisons on spatial relationships
yield only a value of 0 or 1 for "no match" and "match" respectively. The images
(a) and (b) are partially matched images. The image (a) satisfies object matching conditions but its layout does not perfectly match the user's specification.
The image (b) satisfies image layout condition but one object does not perfectly
match the user's specification. Image (c) has a full structural match but object
matching scores are low. Our system considers all three images as candidates.
6 Implementing
a Hybrid
Experiences with SEMCOG

Multimedia

Database

System:

The open architecture of SEMCOG allows easy integration of multiple modules
for search and manipulation of data of different forms and media. On the other
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hand, it also raises many new issues; especially it complicates query processing
and optimization. Data in different media require different attention for query
processing and handling intermediate results. Merging similarity values from
semantics-based query processing and media-based query processing presents a
new dimension of research.
In this section, we describe some issues we have experienced in implementing
SEMCOG and how we explore possible solutions; some issues remain as open
research topics though.

6.1

Query Optimization

Highlights of our architecture design is its modularity by assigning media-based
and semantics-based tasks to different modules, so that different types of tasks
are executed by corresponding specialized modules.
Media-based tasks, such as image matching, are usually more expensive and it
is harder to estimate their processing costs. On the other hand, Semantics-based
tasks require mainly traditional database query processing and many existing
indexing and query optimization techniques can be applied to gain better performance. We assign these two types of tasks to separate components, the Image
Data Query Processor and the Textual Data Query Processor respectively and
employ a facilitator module to coordinate the interactions between modules.
We assigned the tasks of coordination, query reformulation, forwarding, and
result integration to the Facilitator, because it has a more complete knowledge
of the query execution statistics compared to the other individual modules in the
architecture, the facilitator can provide a better query execution plan. Another
reason for our choice is that the Facilitator provides a uniform way of handling
all different types of rewrites, such as term relaxations, adjective relaxations,
and query rewritings (query execution sequence re-arrangement). As a result,
the Facilitator can generate a more efficient execution plan.
For detail of the interactions between SEMCOG components and for running
examples that show query processing process, please see [3].

6.2 Multimedia Database Query Processing: All Images Are
Possible Answers!?
Traditional database theories are based on that the mapping function between
a query and the answer is certain. For example, when a user submit a query to
retrieve information for male student whose ages are older than 20. The query
processor can simply eliminate the tuples whose sex values are not male and
then check remaining tuples on their age values to see if they are greater than
20. The query processor can take advantage of eliminate tuptes as the query
processing progresses.
However, this is not the paradigm we are dealing in multimedia database
query processing. One reason is that in image retrieval, no image is expected
to be exactly matched with users' query specification. Image retrieval is based
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on similarity calculations rather than the traditional database theory. Another
reason is that image semantics may not be specified consistently. An image of
a car may be tagged with different semantics, say car, automobile, vehicle, etc.
As a result, multimedia database systems need to provide predicates such as
IS-A and S-Like to allow users to pose "looser" search conditions. Furthermore,
since SEMCOG is object-based, there are two categories of partial matches:
only object match and only spatial match, rather than match in both criteria.
Figure 10 shows examples of candidate images that partially match user's query.
the majority of results are expected as partially matched images, one way or
the other. For these reasons, we are restricted from eliminating tuples as query
processing progresses for the query optimization purpose.
Another issue is how to handle a large number of intermediate results. We
now use an example to illustrate this problem. To execute a query "Retrieve all
images in which there is a man and a transportation, this man is to the right
of the transportation, and the man looks like this image", as shown in Figure 8,
the query processor may start with checking image semantics table to find all
images which contain a man. However, we can not rule out those images which
do not contain a man because these images may contain a transportation; this
fact makes them partial matched images as query answers.
If we start with image matching, all the images can be considered "answers";
some images are more similar than others. We cannot eliminate these images
until similarity values from all modules are gathered and evaluated as a whole.
As a result, the Facilitator needs to keep all the intermediate results until query
processing is completed and then evaluate all the intermediate results to perform
final ranking. This phenomena creates a brand new paradigm of query processing
for the database community researchers.
6.3

Calculating Similarity/Ranking

As we introduced in earlier sections, a query specified in CSQL may contain
different types of information, such as semantics, visual features, and spatial relationships. Given such a query, SEMCOG returns a list of answers that matches
the query specification in different aspects. The final ranking is calculated using
the similarity values of various query processing modules. Since each query processing module computes similarity based different aspects, merging these values
is not trivial. We are exploring two methods as follows:
The first approach is to allow users to specify how to combine these similarity
values - weight of each aspect comparison. In Figure 9, we allows users to specify
ratio of color importance to shape importance and ratio of object-matching
importance to structure-matching importance. The ranking function for a result
for query Q, T~Q(al,a2), can be specified as:
al × Object_Matching_Ranking + a2 x Structure_Matching_Ranking
where al and a2 are between 0.0 and 1.0 and al + a2 = 1.0. The value of
the function Object_Matching_Ranking is calculated based on object semantics
matching, color matching, and shape matching. Structure_Matching_Ranking
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is defined as numbers of edge (representing spatial relationships) match between
query specification and image layout.
Another approach is to design the system which is capable of learning users'
preference and then adapting the values of c~1 and a2, the importance of object matching versus structure matching. The learning is performed through
interactions between users and SEMCOG. In Figure 10, we have three types
of partial match. The images that match user query perfectly are categorized
as "complete match". When SEMCOG could not find complete match images,
SEMCOG presents candidate images instead and ask for user's response. If the
user tend to choose Figure 10(a) type of images, the system will give a heavier
weight for object match similarity values. On the other hand, if users tend to
choose Figure 10(b) type of images, the system will give a heavier weight for
structure match similarity values.
6.4

Query Relaxation

The relaxation means replacement of an object (semantical or image) or a predicate (comparison or spatial) with another for the purpose of finding other possible results which may be slightly different but similar to the user's original
query. Note that since image retrieval is based on similar matches instead of
exact matches, query relaxation is very important. However, since the number
of possible ways of relaxations can be huge, it may turn out to be costly. Hence,
the query execution and relaxation plans must be created in such a way that the
query returns most related results with less relaxations (and execution time).
The semantics-based search processor may initiate query relaxation in the following two situations:
The first situation is that users specify queries using s_like and is_a predicates.
The query relaxations of these two predicates are performed through consulting
the Terminology Manager. Please note that relaxation of image content through
i_like and relaxation of spatial layout are carried out by default since no images
are expected identical.
The predicate is, on the other hand, prohibits any relaxation of the involving
terms. However, if the use of the predicate is does not lead into any solutions,
SEMCOG may implicitly relax the predicate is into s_like or is_a depending on
whichever is more promising. Similarly, s_like can be relaxed into is_a and vice
versa.
7

Conclusions

We have introduced a hybrid approach to multimedia database systems. Our
approach is to extend traditional database systems to multimedia database systems by adding modules which are capability of manipulating and searching
non-textual data. The advantages of this hybrid architecture includes (1) the
use of existing database systems to the greatest possible extent; (2) the use of
different modules to handle different types of data to benefit from the existing
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media-specific technologies; (3) the openness of the architecture, which facilitates the integration of future modules for new media types; (4) integration of
various search methods provides users a greater flexibility to pose queries; and
(5) the emerging SQL3 standard allows easy implementation of this architecture
on top of traditional DBMSs using user-defined data types to model multimedia
and user-defined functions to manipulate multimedia data types.
We also present design detail of SEMCOG to illustrate implementation aspects of a hybrid multimedia database system. SEMCOG aims at integrating
semantics and media-based search methods in all levels of data, modeling, query
language, query interface, and query visualization. We also discuss our experience of building such a multimedia database system and many issues in query
processing that raised through introduces of multimedia integration, such as
merging similarity values produced by multiple modules and query optimization
in the case that eliminating tuples as query processing progresses is not suitable.
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